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Observed narratives about
vaccines in the reporting of
Facebook pages in Serbia,
Bosnia nad Herzegovina and
Montenegro

Analysis

Between January and June 2021, New Third Way
conducted a monitoring of the most influential Facebook pages
in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro on the
coverage of vaccination on social media. Media and the public
were quite interested in topics related to vaccines, whether it
was reporting on individual vaccines or the immunization
process as a whole. High web traffic related to Facebook posts
containing mentions about vaccines and vaccination and the
total number of Facebook posts directly or indirectly dedicated
to this topic are evidence of this interest.
Therefore, our team decided analysis of Facebook posts of
the most influential pages was essential for understanding
vaccine disinformation threats in the region, Through detailed
content analysis, we found the general tone and narratives
present in public opinion of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, and Serbia.
We have analyzed a total of 23.393 Facebook posts (main
text, links and comments) about vaccines and vaccination
process posted in the observed period on the most influential
60 Facebook mainstream (conventional) pages and 4 fringe
(unconventional) pages, Content analysis helped us to
determine determine the main narratives and general tone of
reporting on the vaccination process and compare the
differences between the countries (read here about narratives
related to vaccines available in the region). Analysis showed
minor differences between the countries and a generally
moderately positive tone of reporting on the vaccination process
and vaccines.

Mainstream Facebook pages were chosen based on the
number of interactions for posts containing keywords related to
COVID-19, specific vaccines or vaccination process. We made a
list of all pages with at least one post interaction from people
living in any of the observed countries (Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Montenegro and Serbia) for posts with specific keywords.
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After that, we have excluded pages with too few posts on the
topic. The top 20 Facebook pages of media (per country) with
the highest average interactions from users coming from
monitored countries under vaccination related posts were
chosen (list below).
Fringe Facebook pages were chosen due to their high
interaction, large number of posts and specific name that led us
to anticipate the presence of narratives that may deviate from
mainstream pages.
The most significant number of mentions was in Bosnia and
Herzegovina (10,638), while in Montenegro and Serbia, the
number was lower and relatively similar (5,839 and 6,916). As a
next step, we conducted qualitative analysis through the critical
discourse analysis (CDA) method regarding the historicaldiscursive approach (HDA).
Our first conclusion of the analysis of all 64 observed
Facebook pages is that the vaccination process in general was
mostly presented in a neutral, informative tone. Vaccination
was accompanied by positive narratives (Photo 3) - a “savior”
theme set against an “existential threat” theme posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
An exception to this is noted in the “fringe” Facebook
pages, where the biggest share of posts represented antivax
narratives (Photo 2) such as loss of freedom of movement, child
safety and skepticism regarding vaccines of all manufacturers,
except the Russian Sputnik V vaccine.

On the other side, mainstream pages reported about
vaccination through convincingly positive narratives or neutral
information (Photo 1), with the slight exception of Serbia, where
antivax narratives managed to reach these Facebook pages at
some points. However, this phenomenon disappeared from the
mainstream pages after the initial observation period.
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Bigger differences between observed countries were
notable when it came to reporting about influential international
actors in the context of vaccination (Photo 7, Photo 11 and Photo
15). Narratives showing doubt and suspicion about the West
and Western vaccines were present in Serbia, but also on
Facebook pages of Serbian language media in Montenegro
and Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Constant distrust in the West and its vaccines in these
narratives was present throughout observed period, while the
criticism of the Russian and Chinese vaccines was less
consistent, especially in case of Russian vaccines.
There is also a coherent pro-Chinese narrative about
vaccination at the very beginning of the pandemic, which
weakens through the observed period and disappears
completely towards the end. Although the pages in Serbia took
the lead in promoting pro-Chinese narratives through the “savior”
theme, the Chinese vaccine was more often criticized in the
later period than in the other two countries, due to growing
doubts about efficiency and security (mostly shared by pages
such as Danas and Direktno.rs). The only page that discreetly,
but consistently had pro-Chinese narratives was Srbija Danas.
Pro-Russian narratives were more present, coherent,
longer-lasting and often in conflict with the West in all three
countries. Pro-Russian narratives were far more present in
Serbia (Photo 11) and the Serbian language pages in the region,
( for example: Večernje novosti and ИСКРА) as well as in all of
the “fringe” Facebook pages, especially Logično from Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
An analysis of the aforementioned narratives, found that the
observed sources from the region proved to be quite balanced
when it came to reporting on the vaccination process.
Mainstream pages remained largely resistant to antivax
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news and narratives, which mostly appeared only on “fringe”
Facebook pages, Fringe pages were also less critical of Russia.
The lack of Western vaccines, especially at the beginning
of the vaccination process left the room for Russian and Chinese
influence. Russian influence was visible in some of the antivax
narratives.
Serbia, far more than Montenegro and Bosnia and
Herzegovina, proved to be the most fertile ground for antiWestern narratives. The same situation was noticed when it
comes to pro-Russian narratives, which appeared most
frequently (Photo 11) and consistently in Serbia.
Common to all countries is that pro-Chinese and antivax
narratives weakened over time, especially since they have
become increasingly rare in mainstream Facebook pages.
Although it may seem at first glance that the total number
of posts marked as supportive or opposing to any of the
monitored international actors is small, it should be borne in
mind that news taken from media agencies without added
accompanying text were marked as neutral, and this content
constituted 65% of the whole data sample. However, such news
can have an impact on part of the population and influence
readers.
In addition, the foreign policy coverage of the
aforementioned pages was most often consistent with reporting
on vaccines made by monitored international actors. In less than
0.5% cases it appeared that the same post evaluated an actor
differently from a vaccine related to this actor (for example proChinese and anti-Sinopharm sentiment in the same post).
Therefore, we may conclude that the attitude Facebook
pages had towards specific vaccines may have an impact on
the foreign policy orientation of the readers of those posts.
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Sample of FB posts taken into consideration: 23.393
FB pages that were monitored: Bolja Bosna, Dnevni avaz,
Al Jazeera Balkans, Logično, Klix.ba, Bljesak.info, N1 Bosna i
Hercegovina, BUKA, Dnevnik.ba, Tuzlanski.ba, ИСКРА, Radio
Sarajevo, USN.ba, Oslobodjenje, Radio Slobodna Evropa, RTRS
vijesti, CRNA Hronika BIH, STAV, Glas Amerike - Studio
Washington, BN Portal, Hayat.ba, Vijesti, Kolumne Net, Vijesti iz
Bijelog Polja, RTCG Portal, CDM Portal, Volim Podgoricu,
Aktuelno, Borba.me, Pljevaljski Portal, Portal Antena M, Glas
Amerike - Otvoreni studio, FOS Media, kodex.me, Pobjeda,
Radio-Televizija Nikšić, Glas Crnogoraca, Portal Analitika, Pcnen,
M.News World - Объективные Новости, MONDO Crna Gora,
Српске новине ЦГ, Sputnik Србијa, Blic, Nova.rs, N1 Srbija,
NOIZZ.rs, Pravo na izbor, Srbija Danas, Južne vesti, Kurir, NIN,
B92, Danas, Telegraf, ALO! DNEVNE NOVINE, Direktno.rs,
Serbian Times, PRVA, Politika, Insajder, Radio 021 Novi Sad 92,2
MHz, Večernje Novosti and VAKCINE - zašto im kažemo NE?
Observed period: January

st
1 ,

2021 – June

th
30 ,

2021.

Monitoring tool: Pulsar Media Tool
Tags for the classification of all posts (prefix Pro/Anti
indicates whether the posts is positively or negatively in favor
of a given vaccine, country/group of countries, or vaccination
process; tag Important indicates that there is an important
new narrative in the news, and the tag UnImportant indicates
that the post is written in a neutral / informative sentiment or
that it relates to unimportant things): Important, UnImportant,
ProVax, AntiVax, ProAZ, AntiAZ, ProJJ, AntiJJ, ProPfizer,
AntiPfizer, ProModerna, AntiModerna, ProSputnik, AntiSputnik,
ProSinopharm,
AntiSinopharm,
ProSinovac,
AntiSinovac,
ProNovavax, AntiNovavax, ProCurevac, AntiCurevac, ProRussia,
AntiRussia, ProChina, AntiChina, ProWest i AntiWest.
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Photo 1 Vaccination – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream FB pages

Photo 2 Vaccination – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Fringe FB pages
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Photo 3 Vaccination – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream + Fringe FB pages

Photo 4 Vaccination – B&H, MNE and Serbia
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Photo 5 China – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream FB pages

Photo 6 China – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Fringe FB pages
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Photo 7 China – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream + Fringe FB pages

Photo 8 China – B&H, MNE and Serbia
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Photo 9 Russia – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream FB pages

Photo 10 Russia – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Fringe FB pages
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Photo 11 Russia – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream + Fringe FB pages

Photo 12 Russia – B&H, MNE and Serbia
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Photo 13 West – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream FB pages

Photo 14 West – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Fringe FB pages
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Photo 15 West – B&H, MNE and Serbia / Mainstream + Fringe FB pages

Photo 16 West – B&H, MNE and Serbia
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EXAMPLE – PROVAX
Title: Vaccines have extended life expectancy by 15 to 25 years; Description: Vaccines may save 5 lives every minute; Message: WHO estimates that
vaccination saves between 2 and 3 million lives every year

EXAMPLE - ANTIVAX MISLEADING PHOTO
Title: British study: Here's how many people die after the first dose of the vaccine; Description: They have presented data about subgroup of hospitalized
patients; Message: British researchers have presented their data
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EXAMPLE - ANTIVAX MISLEADING HEADLINE
Title: The European Court of Human Rights has ruled – vaccination of children is mandatory!; Message: Children must be vaccinated!

EXAMPLE – ANTIWEST
Title: Serbia, you have been waiting for this – FT praises President Vucic; Message: EU, be ashamed!
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EXAMPLE – PROVAX
Photo: General Zivojin Misic was the first to take a shot at the Salonica front, followed by 110.000 soldiers; Message: He was the first to receive the new,
pentavalent vaccine without any doubt

EXAMPLE - PROVAX PHOTO
Title: Slovenia starts mass vaccination of citizens aged 18 to 50; Message: Jansa tweeted that they will have more than 450.000 vaccines in May
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EXAMPLE – PROVAX
Title: “I am 90% confident that they would still be alive if they took a shot”; Description: There are more and more experiences that confirm that vaccination
is the only solution; Message: First my father got sick, then my mother. 20 days passed from his mild cough to his death

EXAMPLE – PROWEST
Title: The EU has given us millions of euros for the fight against the virus, and how have we used that money; Message: From the equipment to vaccines…
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CLICK FOR MORE REPORTS
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